ADJUSTING THE CHRONOGRAPH SECOND HAND

- If the chronograph second hand does not return to its 0 position or is out of position due to serious impact when resetting the chronograph after battery replacement, follow the steps shown below.

1. Press button □ to reset the chronograph (the second hand will stop).
2. When the battery is replaced with a new one, be sure to have the gasket and push-pin replaced with new ones by the retailer from whom the watch was purchased when having the repair your watch.
3. When making contact with children, especially with infants, they may get injured or develop a rush caused by allergy.
4. Do not leave the watch in a dusty place.
5. Do not leave the watch in a place where it is subjected to strong cold or heat.
6. When you wear your watch, please check the tautness of the screwlock in the watch band. If the screwlock is loose, it may result in malfunction or damage. If the case is loose, be sure to reset the time before you use the watch.

PRECAUTIONS ON WEARING YOUR WATCH

- Be sure not to put your watch on your wrist, especially when wearing a T-shirt, as it may cause skin irritation.
- If you develop any skin reactions, take off the watch and consult a dermatologist.
- Do not remove the battery from the watch. If it is necessary to take out the battery, keep it out of the reach of children. If a child swallow it, consult a doctor immediately.

NOTE ON THE BATTERY

1. Battery life
- The battery in your watch may run down in less than the specified period of time. The rate of discharge is affected by the temperature of the battery inserted at the factory to check the function and of the metal of the watch.

2. Battery charge
- For battery replacement, be sure to have the battery replaced with a new one at the retailer from whom the watch was purchased (at the service center).
- The old battery is left in the watch for a long time, a malfunction may occur due to battery leakage, etc., hence it will be replaced with a new one as soon as possible.

3. Battery replacement
- Battery replacement is changed even if it runs down within the guarantee period.

4. Battery replacement
- This time watch, WWB uses 2 batteries. For best results, it is recommended that both batteries are replaced where necessary.

REMARKS ON THE BATTERY

- If it is necessary to adjust the date at the end of February and to skip months.
- Be sure to have the gasket and push-pin replaced with new ones by the retailer from whom the watch was purchased when having the repair your watch.
- If you tumble and fall or bump into others with the watch worn on your wrist, you may suffer serious injuries. If you develop any symptoms, you should consult a medical doctor.

BATTERY

- The battery has a limited life. Once it is replaced, the watch will last as long as the new battery will last. If you notice that the watch is running slowly, replace the battery.

REMARKS ON AFTER-SALES SERVICING

- If the watch needs repair, contact the retailer from whom the watch was purchased. The trouble occurs within the guarantee period, the retailer will repair the watch free of charge.
- For repair after the guarantee period or for any other inquiry regarding the watch mechanism, contact the shop from whom the watch was purchased. If there are any unclear points, contact the watch manufacturer.

WATER RESISTANCE

- The watch is 5 bar water resistant, and is designed to withstand accidental contact with water. As such, please avoid pushing it into a stream or the sea.

TO PRESERVE THE QUALITY OF YOUR WATCH

- Do not expose the watch to any changes in temperature or humidity.
- Do not expose the watch to any changes in temperature or humidity.
- Do not expose the watch to any changes in temperature or humidity.
- Do not expose the watch to any changes in temperature or humidity.
- Do not expose the watch to any changes in temperature or humidity.